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Abstract. We introduce an intelligent drivers’ model for traffic simulation in
a small area including some intersections, which is formalized in a paraconsis-
tent annotated logic program EVALPSN. The intelligent drivers’ model can infer
drivers’ speed control actions such as “slow down” based on EVALPSN defeasi-
ble deontic reasoning and deal with minute speed change of cars in the simulation
system.

1 Introduction

We have already developed EVALPSN(Extended Vector Annotated Logic Program)
[4, 5] that can deal with defeasible deontic reasoning [10], and applied it to various
kinds of control such as traffic signal control [9] and robot action control [7, 8, 6]. In
order to evaluate the traffic signal control [9], we made a traffic simulation system
based on the cellular automaton method that simulates each car movement around a few
intersections. Basically, in the cellular automaton method, roads are divided into many
cells and each cell is supposed to have one car, and car movement is simulated based on
a simple cell transition rule such that “if the next cell is vacant, the car has to move into
the next cell”. Therefore, it does not seem that the usual cellular automaton method can
simulate each car movement minutely, even though it has many other advantages such
as it does not cost long time for traffic simulation.

In this paper, we introduce an intelligent drivers’ model to infer drivers’ speed con-
trol by EVALPSN defeasible deontic reasoning, which can be used for simulating each
car movement minutely in the traffic simulation system.

Generally, car speed control actions by human being such as putting brake to slow
down the car can be regarded as the result of defeasible deontic reasoning to resolve
conflicts. For example, if you are driving a car, you may catch conflicting informations
“there is enough distance from your car to the precedent car for speeding up your car”
and “I am driving the car at the speed limit”. The first information derives permission
for the action “speed up” and the second one derives forbiddance from it. Then the
forbiddance defeats the permission and you may not speed up your car. On the other
hand, if you catch the information “I am driving the car at much less than the speed
limit” as the second one, then this information derives permission for speeding up your
car and you may speed up your car. Therefore, as shown in the example, human being
decision making for action control can be done by defeasible deontic reasoning with
some rules such as traffic rules We formalize such a defeasible deontic model for car
speed control action in the paraconsistent logic program EVALPSN and introduce a
traffic simulation system based on the drivers’ model.
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This paper is organized as follows : first, we review EVALPSN briefly and introduce
defeasible deontic reasoning for the drivers’ model in EVALPSN ; next, we describe
some sample drivers’ rules to control car speed and how thoserules are translated into
EVALPSN cluases ; and introduce the traffic simulation system based on the EVALPSN
drivers’ model.

2 EVALPSN

Generally, a truth value called anannotationis explicitly attached to each literal in
annotated logic programs [1]. For example, letp be a literal,µ an annotation, thenp :µ
is called anannotated literal. The set of annotations constitutes a complete lattice. An
annotation in VALPSN [3] that can deal with defeasible reasoning is a 2-dimensional
vector called avector annotationsuch that each component is a non-negative integer
and the complete latticeTv of vector annotations is defined :

Tv = { (x, y) |0 ≤ x ≤ n, 0 ≤ y ≤ n, x, y

andn are non-negative integers}.

The ordering of the latticeTv is denoted by a symbol�v and defined : letv1 =
(x1, y1) ∈ Tv andv2 = (x2, y2) ∈ Tv,

v1 �v v2 ⇐⇒ x1 ≤ x2 and y1 ≤ y2.

For each vector annotated literalp : (i, j), the first componenti of the vector annotation
denotes the amount of positive information to support the literalp and the second one
j denotes that of negative information. For example, a vectorannotated literalp : (2, 1)
can be intuitively interpreted that the literalp is known to be true of strength 2 and
false of strength 1. In order to deal with defeasible deonticreasoning we have extended
VALPSN to EVALPSN. An annotation in EVALPSN called anextended vector annota-
tion has a form of[(i, j), µ] such that the first component(i, j) is a 2-dimentional vector
as a vector annotation in VALPSN and the second one,

µ ∈ Td = {⊥, α, β, γ, ∗1, ∗2, ∗3,⊤},

is an index that represents deontic notion or paraconsistency. The complete latticeTe

of extended vector annotations is defined as the productTv × Td. The ordering of the
latticeTd is denoted by a symbol�d and described by the Hasse’s diagrams inFig.1.
The intuitive meaning of each member in the latticeTd is ; ⊥ (unknown),α (fact), β
(obligation),γ (non-obligation),∗1 (both fact and obligation),∗2 (both obligation and
non-obligation),∗3 (both fact and non-obligation) and⊤ (paraconsistency). Therefore,
EVALPSN can deal with not only paraconsistency between usual knowledge but also
between permission and forbiddance, obligation and forbiddance, and fact and forbid-
dance. The Hasse’s diagram(cube) shows that the latticeTd is a tri-lattice in which the
direction

−→
γβ representsdeontic truth, the direction

−−→
⊥∗2 represents the amount ofdeon-

tic knowledgeand the direction
−→
⊥α representsfactuality. Therefore, for example, the

annotationβ can be intuitively interpreted to be deontically truer thanthe annotation
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Fig. 1. LatticeTv(n = 2) and LatticeTd.

γ and the annotations⊥ and∗2 are deontically neutral, i.e., neither obligation nor not-
obligation. The ordering over the latticeTe is denoted by a symbol�e and defined as :
let [(i1, j1), µ1] and[(i2, j2), µ2] be extended vector annotations,

[(i1, j1), µ1] �e [(i2, j2), µ2] ⇔ (i1, j1) �v (i2, j2) and µ1 �d µ2.

There are two sorts of epistemic negations¬1 and¬2 in EVALPSN, which are
defined as mappings overTv andTd, respectively.
Definition 1 (Epistemic Negations,¬1 and¬2)

¬1([(i, j), µ]) = [(j, i), µ], ∀µ ∈ Td,

¬2([(i, j),⊥]) = [(i, j),⊥], ¬2([(i, j), α]) = [(i, j), α],

¬2([(i, j), β]) = [(i, j), γ], ¬2([(i, j), γ]) = [(i, j), β],

¬2([(i, j), ∗1]) = [(i, j), ∗3], ¬2([(i, j), ∗2]) = [(i, j), ∗2],

¬2([(i, j), ∗3]) = [(i, j), ∗1], ¬2([(i, j),⊤]) = [(i, j),⊤].

These epistemic negations,¬1 and¬2, can be eliminated by the above syntactic opera-
tion. On the other hand, the ontological negation(strong negation∼) [2] in EVALPSN
can be defined by the epistemic negations,¬1 or ¬2, and interpreted as classical nega-
tion.
Definition 2 (Strong Negation) [2] LetF be a formula and¬ be¬1 or¬2.

∼ F =def F → ((F → F ) ∧ ¬(F → F )).

Definition 3 (well extended vector annotated literal) Letp be a literal.p : [(i, 0), µ]
andp : [(0, j), µ] are calledwell extended vector annotated literals(weva-literals for
short), wherei, j ∈ {1, 2, · · ·}, andµ ∈ { α, β, γ }.
Definition 4 (EVALPSN) IfL0, · · · , Ln are weva-literals,

L1 ∧ · · · ∧ Li∧ ∼ Li+1 ∧ · · · ∧ ∼ Ln → L0

is called anExtended Vector Annotated Logic Program clause with StrongNegation
(EVALPSN clause for short). AnExtended Vector Annotated Logic Program with Strong
Negationis a finite set of EVALPSN clauses.
Note : if an EVALPSN or an EVALPSN clause contain no strong negation, they may
be just called an EVALP or an EVALP clause, respectively.

Deontic notions and fact are represented by extended vectorannotations in EVALPSN
as follows :
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– “fact of strengthm”, “obligation of strengthm”, “forbiddance of strengthm”
and “permission of strengthm” are represented by extended vector annotations
[(m, 0), α], [(m, 0), β], [(0,m), β] and[(0,m), γ], respectively, wherem is a posi-
tive integer.

Therefore, for example, a weva-literalp : [(2, 0), α] can be intuitively interpreted as “it
is known that the literalp is a fact of strength 2”, and a weva-literalq : [(0, 1), β] can be
intuitively interpreted as “the literalq is forbidden of strength 1”.

3 Defeasible Deontic Drivers’ Model

Suppose that a man is driving a car. Then, how does the car driver decide the next action
for controlling car speed such as braking or acceleration ? It is easily supposed that, for
example, if the traffic light in front of the car is red, the driver has to slow down the
car, or if there is enough distance from the driver’s car to the precedent car, the driver
may speed up the car. If we model such drivers’ car speed control, we should consider
conflicting informations such as “traffic light is red” and “enough distance to speed up”,
and its conflict resolving. It also should be considered thatcar drivers reason car speed
control based on not only detected physical information such as the current car speed
but also traffic rules such as “keep driving at less than speedlimit”. For example, if a
driver is driving a car over the speed limit of the road, the driver would slow down the
car even if there is no car ahead of the car, then, it is supposed that there exists strong
forbiddance from driving over the speed limit, and eventually it may turn into obligation
to slow down the car. On the other hand, if a driver is driving acar at very slow speed,
the driver would speed up the car even if the traffic light far ahead of the car is red, then,
it is also supposed that there exist both strong permission and weak forbiddance to
speed up the car, then only the permission is obtained by defeasible deontic reasoning,
and eventually it may turn into obligation to speed up the car. Therefore, we can easily
model such drivers’ decision making for car speed control byEVALPSN defeasible
deontic reasoning as described in the above example. In thissection, we introduce the
EVALPSN drivers’ model that can derive the three car speed control actions, “slow
down”, “speed up”, or “keep the current speed” in EVALPSN programming. We define
the drivers’ model in the following subsections.

3.1 Framework for EVALPSN Drivers’ Model

1. Forbiddance or permission for the car speed control action,“speed up” are derived
based on the traffic rules,

– it is obligatory to obey traffic signal,
– it is obligatory to keep the speed limit, etc.,

and the following detected information,
– the object car speed,
– the precedent car speed,
– the distance between the precedent and objective cars,
– the distance to the intersection or the curve ahead of the objective car ;
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2. obligation for one of the three car speed control actions, “speed up”,“slow down”
and “continue the current speed” is derived by defeasible deontic reasoning in
EVALPSN programming ;

3. basically, a similar method to the cellular automaton method is used as the traffic
simulation method.

3.2 Annotated Literals

In the EVALPSN drivers’ model, the following annotated literals are used to represent
various information,

mv(t) represents one of the three car actions, “speed up”, “slow down”, or “keep the
current speed” at the timet ; this predicate has the complete latticeTv of vector
annotations,

Tv = { (0, 0)“no information” , (1, 0)“weak speed up”,

(0, 1)“weak slow down”, (2, 0)“strong speed up”,

(0, 2)“strong slow down”, · · · , (2, 2) },

for example, if we have the EVALP clausemv(t) : [(0, 1), β], it represents the weak
forbiddance from the action “speed up” at the timet, on the other hand, if it has
the annotation[(2, 0), γ], it represents the strong permission for the action “slow
down”, etc. ;

vo(t) represents the speed of the objective car at the timet, then we suppose the com-
plete lattice of vector annotations for representing the objective car speed,

Tv = {(i, j)|i, j ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}},

we may have the following informal interpretation, if we have the EVALP clause
vo(t) : [(2, 0), α], it represents that the car is moving forward at the speed of over
20km/h at the timet, on the other hand, if we have the EVALP clausevo(t) :
[(0, 1), α], it represents that the car is moving backward at the speed ofover 10km/h
at the timet, etc. ;

vn(t) represents the speed of the precedent car at the timet ; the complete lattice
lattice structure and informal interpretation of the vector annotations are the same
as the case of the predicatevo(t) ;

dp(t) represents the distance between the precedent and the objective cars at the time
t ; the complete lattice of vector annotations for representing the distance,

Tv = {(i, j)|i, j ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , n}},

if we have the EVALP clausedp(t) : [(2, 0), α], it represents that the distance is more
than 2 cells at the timet, moreover, if we have the EVALP clausedp(t) : [(5, 0), β],
it represents that the distance has to be more than 5 cells at the timet, on the other
hand, if we have the EVALP clausedp(t) : [(0, 3), β], it represents that the distance
must not be more than 3 cells at the timet, etc. ;
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dc(t) represents the distance from the objective car to the curve in front of the car at
the timet ; the complete lattice structure and informal interpretation of the vector
annotations are the same as the case of the predicatedp(t) ;

go(t) represents the direction where the objective car turns to atthe timet ; this pred-
icate has the complete lattice of vector annotations,

Tv = { (0, 0)“no information”, (1, 0)“right turn” ,

(0, 1)“left turn” , (2, 0)“right turn” ,

(0, 2)“left turn” , · · · , (2, 2) },

if we have the EVALP clausego(t) : [(2, 0), α], it represents that the car turns to the
right at the timet, if we have the EVALP clausego(t) : [(0, 2), β], it represents that
the car must not turn to the right, that is to say, must turn to the right, etc..

3.3 Inference Rules

We also have some inference rules to derive the next car control action in the EVALPSN
drivers’ model and introduce the basic three inference rules,Traffic Signal Rule,
Straight Road RuleandCurve and Turn Rule. We suppose that there is a cross inter-
section with a traffic light in front of the objective car in the following rules.

Traffic Signal Rule If the traffic light indicates
– red, it is considered as there is an obstacle on the stop line before the traffic

light, that is to say, there is strong forbiddance from entering into the intersec-
tion ;

– yellow, it is considered as the same as the red light rule except thatif the dis-
tance between the car and the stop line is less than 2 cells, itis weakly permitted
for entering into the intersection ;

– green, it has no forbiddance from going into the intersection except that if the
car turning at the intersection, it is described inCurve and Turn Rule.

Straight Road Rule If the road is straight, the objective car behavior is inferred by
– distance between the precedent car and the objective car ;
– each speed of the precedent car and the objective car ;
– obeying the traffic rule, speed limit of roads and traffic signal, etc..

Curve and Turn Rule If the objective car is headed to the curve or going to turn at the
intersection, forbiddance to speed up the car is derived.

Basic idea of the EVALPSN Drivers’ model based simulation isas follows : as the
first step, forbiddance or permission for one of the car actions, “speed up” or “slow
down”, are derived by EVALPSN defeasible deontic reasoning; as the next step, if the
forbiddance for a car action is derived, the objective car has to do the opposite action
; if the permission for a car action is derived, the objectivecar has to do the action ;
if neither forbiddance nor permission is derived, the objective car does not have to do
any action, that is to say, it has to keep the current speed. Weshow an example for the
EVALPSN drivers’ model.
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3.4 Example

suppose that the objective car is moving at the speed of1, then we have the following
EVALP clauses to reason the next action of the objective car according to the current
information.

Case 1 If the distance between the precedent car and the objective car is longer than 2
cells, we have permission to accelerate the car at the timet. This rule is translated
into the EVALP clause,

vo(t) : [(1, 0), α] ∧ dp(t) : [(2, 0), α] → mv(t) : [(0, 1), γ]. (1)

Case 2 If the precedent car stopped at the next cell and the objective car is moving at
the speed of1, we have strong forbiddance from speed up at the timet, which means
strong obligation to slow down. This rule is translated intothe EVALP clause,

vo(t) : [(1, 0), α] ∧ vn(t) : [(0, 0), α] ∧ dp(t) : [(0, 0), α]

→ mv(t) : [(0, 2), β]. (2)

Case 3 If the precedent car is faster than the objective car whose speed is1, we have
permission to accelerate the objective car at the timet. This rule is translated into
the EVALP clause,

vo(t) : [(1, 0), α] ∧ vn(t) : [(2, 0), α] → mv(t) : [(0, 1), γ]. (3)

v = 2 v = 1 v = 0 v = 1

� �

object object

Case 1 Case 2

Fig. 2.Cell States in theCase 1and2.

Case 4 If the car is moving at the speed of3 and the distance between the car and the
curve is 2 cells at the timet. This rule is translated into :

vo(t) : [(3, 0), α] ∧ dc(t) : [(2, 0), α] ∧ go(t) : [(2, 0), α]

→ mv(t) : [(0, 1), β] (4)

If both the permissionmv(t) : [(0, 1), γ] and the forbiddancemv(t) : [(0, 2), β] from
speed up are derived, we have obligation to slow down the objective car at the next step
by defeasible deontic reasoning, since the forbiddance is stronger than the permission.
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v = 3

�

6

object

Case 4

Fig. 3.Cell States in theCase 4.

3.5 Traffic Signal Simulation System

Fig. 4 shows the drivers’ model based traffic signal simulation around a typical cross
intersection with traffic lights. In the figure, each square box with an integer0 to 4
indicates a car, and the integer indicates its speed at that time. For example, if the integer
2 is attached to the car, it indicates that the car is moving at the speed of 20km/h. In the
traffic signal simulation based on the drivers’ model, one ofthe three car control actions
is reasoned for each car. For example, suppose that the objective car is moving at the
speed of 20km/h at the timet, then if the drivers’ model reasons defeasibly the action
“slow down” as obligation, the objective car will be moving at the speed of 10km/h
at the next timet + 1. Moreover, the simulation system can simulate the traffic signal
control based on EVALPSN defeasible deontic reasoning [9] in which the length of
each traffic light (red, yellow, green, etc.) is controlled by EVALPSN programming.

Comparing to usual cellular automaton model based simulation, although the drivers’
model based simulation can simulate each car movement more minutely, it costs much
time to reason each car speed due to EVALPSN programming timefor each car in
the simulation stage. Therefore, if we implement large scale simulation based on the
drivers’ model, it should be necessary to consider simulation time reduction.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we have introduced an intelligent drivers’ model based on EVALP- SN as
one applicable example of EVALPSN defeasible deontic model. We also have a similar
problem in terms of developing a precise simulation system in railway train operation.
Actually, we have already developed train operators’ modelas another applicable ex-
ample of EVALPSN defeasible deontic model and developed a railway train simulation
system, which is utilized for simulating train speed presicely and recovering delayed
train schedules. We could not construct the precise railwayoperation simulator without
the train operators’ model based on EVALPSN defeasible deontic reasoning. Although
the drivers’ model based simulation can simulate each car movement minutely, it costs
much time to reason each car speed. Therefore, it is necessary to consider simulation
time reduction when the drivers’ model is implemented.
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Fig. 4.Traffic Simulation at Intersection.
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